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Everywhere security vs.  
security all over the place

Trends intensifying the challenge

of CISOs say the rapid 
deployment of digital 
services has generated 
data security risks1

89%
of security professionals 
believe AI will increase 
the volume and velocity 
of attacks2

1/3
for the cost of a data breach,  
in organizations where 
remote work is common3


$1M higher

In order to successfully stop threats at  
every phase of the attack lifecycle, you need to  
be able to protect your organization everywhere:

 throughout IT environment
 across the attack lifecycle an
 around the world

Many organizations’ traditional, flat IT architectures are too 
complex and disjointed to enforce security everywhere their 

employees, apps, APIs, data, and networks are.

The attack lifecycle without  
security everywhere
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Attackers exploit Internet-borne risks to 
compromise users, devices, apps, and 
infrastructure — thanks to IT sprawl with 
limited governance

Compromise

1
Discover
Attackers discover your Internet-facing 
attack surfaces and probe for 
vulnerabilities and easy-to-exploit risks

Once inside, attackers steal data, money, 
and leave backdoors for future breaches  
— leaving businesses in disarray

Exfiltration and Extortion
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Traditional ‘castle-and-moat’ security 
architectures — combined with hybrid 
work — make it easy to move laterally, 
escalate privileges, and gain access

Lateral Movement
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Via a single platform, Cloudflare helps neutralize cyber attacks 
everywhere —  across every stage of the attack lifecycle — 
for any endpoint, infrastructure, or resource.


To learn about how a composable, scalable Everywhere 
Security approach unifies a range of technologies to 
comprehensively protect organizations, download the 
ebook, "Everywhere Security: Protecting modern 
organizations from threats without stifling innovation."


Download now
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Neutralize threats throughout every phase  
of the attack lifecycle

 L7 data protections
 Data in transit and in use control
 Data at rest visibility4

 L1-7 Cloudflare network
 Hide IPs, config & asset
 Isolate browsing risks
1

 L3-7 threat defense
 Decrypt and inspect traffi
 Block risky traffic and content
2

 L3-7 secure access
 Default-deny privileg
 Log and segment granted access 3

Your endpoints, infrastructure and resources
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 Data loss/exposur
 Data theft/breac
 Privacy violation
 Compliance violation
 Data tamperin
 ...and more

Data risks

Manage risk postures across more of your 
growing attack surface

 Denial of servic
 Zero-day exploit
 SQL injectio
 Cross-site scriptin
 Account takeover
 Shadow IT —   

including shadow API
 ...and more

Application risks
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